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Clarification
There are four things of importance that must be
clarified before anyone reads this fictional story.
They are;
1) The story is based on real events.
A-The research project STARGATE (America's Psychic
Espionage Program) was an actual remote viewing
research program started some time in the 70's and
terminated in 1995. It was operated and funded by the
United States military and CIA, although details differ
as to who was actually in charge.
B-Director Dale Graff, Sergeant Melvin C. Riley, Major
Ed Dames, Major General Dr. Albert Stubblebine, and
Keith Harary, are real people who were involved with
the Stargate Remote Viewing program. Keith Harary
worked through the Stanford Research Institute.
C-The events described by our viewer are real
prophetic events. They happen in the chronological
order given by the author.
D-The event described from Rwanda is also an actual
event to the smallest detail. Although it is represented
as happening in 2012, it really happened 3-19-2008.
2) The prophetic dates are strictly fictitious and are
used only to establish chronology. In no way am I
setting dates for these events. Date setters in the past
have been wrong 100% of the time. There is no way I
want to try and go against those odds. The year
mentioned as 2035 could just as easily be 2025 or
2125; nobody knows.

3) The story is based on real technology that exists
today: BCI (Brain Computer Interface), Veri-chip RFID
implant (Radio Frequency Identification Device), and
Hyper-Electromagnetic propulsion. The story is also
based on Einstein's theory on gravitational lensing
(E=Mc2), which shows that space and time can be bent
(warped).
4) I have taken the liberty of editing or paraphrasing the
parts of scripture used in this story in an effort to
condense and maintain flow of the passages. The
scriptural locations are given so the reader can
reference them and check for accuracy.
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Stealth Research Inc.
September 21, 2009. This day started like any other
day. I was sitting outside enjoying a cup of coffee, and
reading the newspaper. The weather was brisk but
there was no wind and the warmth of the early morning
sun felt great on my face. I’m not working right now
because I am unemployed, and from what the
newspaper is saying I’m not alone. The economy is in
the tank and there aren’t many employment
opportunities anywhere. I was getting bored and was
thinking about what I was going to do that day, when
suddenly a black suburban pulled up and parked in
front of my house. Three guys got out and started
walking towards my front door. They looked like Elliot
Ness and the Untouchables, or someone from Men in
Black.
“Can I help you?” I yelled to them.
“Ya, we’re looking for Gino DeMartini, is he here?”
“Who’s asking?”
“I’m Hans Gruver, CEO of Stealth Research Inc.”
“Who are your friends” I asked. “Dick Dastardly and
Snidely Whiplash?”
“Are you Dr. DeMartini?”
“Yes I’m Gino. What can I help you with?”
The CEO replied, “Our company has received private
funding to reopen the Stargate project that you were a
part of in the 80‘s. We have chosen you to head up this
project because of your extensive research on remote
viewing. We know that you have been conducting
experiments in precognition, clairvoyance, astral
projection and ESP. We also know that you are
unemployed and in foreclosure, so we are prepared to
make you an attractive offer. Are you interested?”
I thought for a second and then responded, “What if I’m
not?”
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Mr. Gruver said, “You don’t understand. I’m being
polite. We’re making you an offer you can’t refuse. So
we can do it the easy way or the hard way. You pick.”
“OK, what’s the easy way?”
“Stealth Research wants you to head up a project
we’re calling The Revelation Experiment. It’s just a
continuation of the Stargate project. You could call it
Stargate 2. As you know, the reason for the Stargate
termination was because of an inability to establish a
controlled event. They knew remote viewing (seeing
into the future) was possible but they weren’t able to
control it. But now because of recent technological
developments we believe controlled viewing can be
accomplished. We recently received information about
your continued research and theories after speaking
with the original Stargate director, Dale Graff. We want
to see if your theories are possible. We are willing to
supply all of the funding and resources you need, and
in return we will get a negotiated right to a portion of the
patents. Your job will be to hire and head up a team of
experts to carry out this project. You will work with the
granddaughter of Keith Harary, your colleague from the
Stargate project. She has been continuing his research
on remote viewing and should be very helpful. In return
we will provide security for your family and make sure
they don’t have any untimely accidents. We will also
stop the foreclosure on your home, and we are willing
to pay you a six figure salary that will be determined
next week. We’re giving you one week to get everything
in order and then we will expect results. You should
work like your life depended on it. Have I made myself
clear as to how this is going to work?”
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“Yes” I replied, “but I’ll need at least a month to
come up with a list of people for you to hire. I’ll also
need you to build me a reactor similar to the Hardon
collider for my Brain Computer Interface (BCI)
experiments. It isn’t a cheap proposition, but without
this reactor I won’t be able to implement the new
technology that wasn’t available to us during the
Stargate project in the 1980‘s. Without this we’ll just be
wasting each other’s time. Have I made myself clear?”
“Yes you have”, Hans replied. “We’ll discuss this in
more detail when we meet next month. At that time
we’ll go over all of the financial arrangements as well.
Stealth Research is very serious about this project.
Here’s my card. My contact information is on there and
I’ll write the time and the address where we’ll meet on
the back. See you in a month, and doctor, good luck.”
October 27, 2009. I went to the address on
Mr. Gruver’s card, located in what’s known as the
golden triangle of Silicon Valley. The site is in a
research and development area where one building
looks like the next. The only markings on the front of
the buildings are street addresses, and that’s it. Our
appointment is at 11:00 AM and I am right on time.
“Hi, I’m Dr. DeMartini and I have an appointment with
Mr. Gruver at 11.”
“I’m glad you made it" the receptionist replied. “They’re
waiting for you. Please follow the security officer, he’ll
take you to the meeting room.” We went to an elevator
and went down about four floors. I entered the meeting
room and there sat Mr. Gruver and the two goons who
were with him when he came to my home. There were
also two other men I’d not met yet.
“Good morning Dr. DeMartini. Please say hello to Agent
L and Agent XL. My other two colleagues, Dick and
Snidely as you called them, you’ve met before. Do you
have the list of personnel we talked about?”
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“Yes, I do Hans. Here, I made you a copy."
 Head of research, Gino DeMartini
 Research consultant, Angela Chen
 Research secretary, Mellisa Brower
 Professor of physics, Peter Whelan
 SPHEAR operator, Michael Peloquin
 Doctor of medicine, Vincent Bobarino
 RN, Katie Brower
 Engineer, Paul Sideris
 Architectural engineer, Johnny Tector
 BCI operator, Sandy Bean
 Remote viewer, Rex Bannon
 Head of security, Mark Rosiles
 Security, Frank Giovanni
 Construction and operations, Gio Contreras
“I can meet with my team and acquaint them with my
research, but we won’t be able to start the experiments
until the reactor you promised me is built. According to
my chief engineer and my construction superintendent,
that will take a minimum of 20 months.”
“Very well, Dr. DeMartini. You and your team can get
started. You will be assigned the R&D floor, it’s labeled
“Blue” when you get on the elevator. Security will escort
you in and out of the building at all times. Make sure
your team is here on Monday of next week at 6:00AM
for background and security checks. Let them know this
will take most of the day so come prepared. Now tell
me about this reactor.”
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“Sure, Hans. Basically it’s a globe, a sphere that
accelerates subatomic particles on its inside surface by
electromagnetic charge. Because of the centrifugal
force that is generated we can accelerate these thought
particles much faster than the speed of light. This
allows us to bend time. Einstein’s theory on E=Mc2
shows that light mass, or radiation can be bent. He also
theorized that the same thing can be done with time.
Think of time as a chronological line. 2009 being point
“A” and 2050 being point “B”. In theory, if you traveled
fast enough you could be there in future time when an
event happens. But that would be almost impossible to
do. But if you could bend the line then you could
eventually make a circle where point “A” and point “B”
were in the same place.…. in layman’s terms. This
sphere would be connected to our Remote Viewer by
means of a Brain Computer Interface software program
(BCI). I’ll refer to the reactor as Subatomic Particle
Hyper Electromagnetic Acceleration Reactor. SPHEAR.
You know, it’s funny, I got the idea when I was on the
superman ride at six flags in L.A.”
Agent L was taking notes like a machine gun. He
and Hans talked for a moment and then Hans asked,
“Does your engineer have structural and architectural
drawings to submit to us for the building of this
SPHEAR?”
“Yes, Hans. He’s almost done, but I’m sure there’ll
need to be modifications made after a review is
conducted, agreed?”
“Yes doctor, I concur. We’d like to build the project
underground with access through the blue level. All
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing will be housed in a
single story structure above the project. Make sure your
designer understands this.”
“Yes sir. Should be no problem.”
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November 3 2009. “Well, looks like everyone made
it. Nice to see you all. We’ll be starting background
checks in a minute. If there’s anything I should know
before we get started please come and speak with me
now.” Half of the team informed me of their contractual
obligations until next year. We worked out an
agreement with Hans and XL to start the research part
of our project in October 2010. In the meantime we will
be comparing notes with each other. They will have to
finish the construction before we can do any
experiments. We all agreed there’s no need to create
problems that don’t already exist by us being impatient.
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